2017
New
Titles

EARLY YEARS
My Baby Memory Book
Christine Roussey – DLMJ
220 X 240 MM – 72 PAGES – ROUND BACKED – FOAM COVER
STICKER SHEETS + ENVELOPES + A MEASURING ROD – €18.90 – AGE: 0+ – PUB.: JANUARY 19, 2017

A tender, funny, and poetic memory book for all new parents!
It’s the day, the grand moment, the first day of your life, and of ours as well. And we will be in
ecstasy at the sight of your eyes, your nose, your ears, your fingers, all that little you. During
the pregnancy and even after, parents will fill out this beautiful baby memory book to record
every precious stage of your precious coming to the world.

EARLY YEARS

3 - 5

PICTURE BOOKS

6 - 14

REFERENCE

15 - 21

NOVELTY & ACTIVITY

22 - 27

OTHER TITLES IN THE SAME SERIES:

• In My Room

FICTION
HIGHLIGHTS

28 - 29
30 - 31

Rights sold: Italian, World English,
Spanish, Catalan

•B
 rave as can Be
Rights sold: World English, Catalan, Spanish,
Korean, Simplified Chinese

•M
 y Little Joys
Rights sold: World English, Catalan, Spanish,
Simplified Chinese, Dutch

• I n My Heart
Rights sold: World English, Catalan, Spanish,
Portuguese, Swedish, Italian, Dutch,
Simplified Chinese, Korean, Lithuanian,
Luxembourgish, Norwegian, Polish, Turkish
" Buoyant and delightful "
The New York Times

•M
 y Daddy’s Arms
Rights sold: Italian, Simplified Chinese,
Korean, Dutch

•H
 ello in There
Rights sold: Italian, Simplified Chinese,
Portuguese, Catalan, Spanish, Polish

1 millions

copies
of the series
sold arou
nd the wo
rld
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Early years

Early years

Go to Sleep!
My Picture Book of Animals

The Little Guidebook
of Table Manners

Collective – DLMJ

Paule Battault, ill. by Anouk Ricard – SEUIL

180 X 180 MM - 48 PAGES - BOARD BOOK - €10.90 - AGE: 0+ - PUB.: APRIL 13, 2017

175 X 175 MM - 16 PAGES - BOARD BOOK WITH ROUND CORNERS - €9.90 - AGE: 0+ - PUB.: MARCH 9, 2017

A board book with beautiful photographs to show toddlers how animals go to sleep.

A little guidebook with off-the-tone humour to help toddlers during a sometimes-

Who sleeps standing up? Who is wide-eyed while sleeping? Who sleeps slouched on a

difficult moment of the day.

branch? Who sleeps gathered with others? Who sleeps during the day? Who sleeps rolled

“Lunch time!”… In many families, open warfare starts with this sentence! For many

up? Lioness on a tree, toothed whale upright in the water, bear with head laid on the
ice floe, rooster with head under its wing… More than fifty animals round together to
present a wide spectrum of feelings and attitudes. The most known species are mixing
with the less known ones; the most funny faces with the most serious.

parents, it marks the beginning of running after children who say “I’m coming!” but never
do, carefully negotiating the washing of hands, praising the advantages of broccoli or
zucchini, all this while stopping the youngest ones from covering the table with mashed
potatoes. To help all children (and their parents) to enjoy their meal, in peace and
happiness, this book is a quirky and fun guide!

PREVIOUS TITLE:

•My First Book of Feelings
(54 PAGES, 2016)

OTHER TITLES IN THE SAME SERIES:

•For Bedtime (2016)
•For the Potty (2015) Rights sold: Simplified Chinese

Nested Shapes Books
Philippe Jalbert – SEUIL
4 TITLES
170 X 170 MM - 24 PAGES - HARDBACK - BOARD BOOK WITH ROUND CORNERS - 5 SHAPES IN RELIEF WITH THEIR
HOLLOWED - OUT VERSION - €12.50 - AGE: 3+ - PUB.: 2017

Early learning brought to life with a pop!

Here Comes the Winter

This brand new collection of fun and original pop-up books invites children to discover the world with

Pauline Kalioujny – SEUIL

both their eyes and their fingers. What do you call the female pig? Where does the cow live? This
book, filled with cheerful colours, will answer all the children’s questions!

• The Firemen (Aug. 2017)
• Domestic Animals (Aug. 2017)
• The Castle (Feb. 2017)
• Farm Animals (Feb. 2017)

175 X 175 MM - 20 PAGES - BOARD BOOK WITH ROUND CORNERS, SCULPTURAL EMBOSSING,
SPOT-UV, AND 3 FLAPS - €10.90 - AGE: 0+ - PUB.: JANUARY 5, 2017

A board book to gently touch and feel the coming of winter.
Here comes the winter! It is time to put on sweaters and coats, slip on a warm woolly hat,
and go out into the cold to play. The landscape has changed, the air is freezing. Some
would like to fly off to Africa, others prefer to huddle into the warmth of their mothers…
We gather our strength, hibernating either under a blanket or in a burrow. In this lively
board book, the little animals prepare for winter, as does the child. Pages to stroke, flaps
to lift, shapes to trace with fingertips, all for the greatest pleasure of the youngest of
readers.
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PICTURE BOOKS
On Tiptoes…

Picture books

The Rendez-Vous
Julie Colombet – SEUIL
190 X 230 MM - 32 PAGES - HARDBACK - €11.90 - AGE: 0+ - PUB.: JUNE 1, 2017

Christine Schneider, ill. by Hervé Pinel – SEUIL

A sweet and tender album for making bedtime a fun time.

220 X 285 MM - 48 PAGES - €13.50 - AGE: 3+ - PUB.: AUGUST 17, 2017

Sitting on a big stone, Lapinou the rabbit waits. What is he waiting for? Or who? We do not

Where all these strange noises are coming from?
One night, Claire and Louis are walking through their grandparents’ house. And not too discreetly
either… Grandpa is watching TV and Grandma is reading in bed, and they both hear strange noises...
Is it the children, or the other inhabitants of the large house?
This album takes the reader to the boundaries of dreams and reality. Its inner poetry will guide

know. Squirrel, Robin, Badger, Frog, Fox, Cat, Bear, Owl, and Deer would all like to know,
but Lapinou does not answer their questions, and advises them to stay quiet. And so, they
wait in silence, all together.
And as the night falls, so enters the Sandman, piercing the dark with his golden grains of
sand. And the animals, soothed, fall asleep. This album’s joyful accumulation of animals
will delight children, lulling them gently to sleep.

children through an epic adventure.

Working cover

Mummy
Mayana Itoïz – SEUIL
210 X 260 MM - 40 PAGES - HARDBACK - €12.90 - AGE: 3+ - PUB.: MAY 11, 2017

With a bit of imagination and a bed-sheet, a mother’s face becomes the setting for the most
amazing stories.

Baby, What Do You Dream?
He Zhihong – SEUIL
200 X 220 MM - 40 PAGES - €13.90 - AGE: 0+ - PUB.: MAY 18, 2017

This remarkable picture album, all painted on silk, offers representations of baby’s
dreams…
Set to the rhythm of the question “Baby, what do you dream?”, this beautiful album
poetically illustrates a child’s dreams: flying through the sky, swimming in the ocean,

Before going to sleep, a child uses the various colours of his duvet covers to disguise his mother:

discovering all of Earth’s species, taking their first steps, making the world a more

with the black one, she is a leopard; the red one makes her an Amazon Indian; a bit of yellow and she

beautiful place… Through universal emotions, attitudes and expressions, the book shows

roars like a lion; green, and she’s a frog; blue makes her the sky… all the way down to a goodnight

us that all babies, whoever they are and wherever they are from, have the same needs.

grey.

Poetic, delicate, and tender, this unique album will delight babies and adults alike.

A poetic outlook on the maternal relationship story and a strong narrative with precious illustrations
for the bedtime ritual.
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Picture books

Picture books

Help! Mummy Goes on a Diet

Lison at Night

Philippe de Kemmeter – DLMJ

André Bouchard – SEUIL

220 X 160 MM - 32 PAGES - HARDBACK - €7.90 - AGE: 6+ - PUB.: MAY 11, 2017

2 TITLES
215 X 165 MM - 64 PAGES - HARDBACK - €11.90 - AGE: 3+ - PUB.: APRIL 13, 2017

The delicious story of a mummy who can’t get enough of her women’s magazines…
Mummy is a real cordon bleu! She cooks up delicious recipes found in various magazines.
However, one of the articles triggers a big change in her ways: goodbye fish burgers and
hello diets, ice cube soup, and scales tracking every lost pound… but to no avail, Mummy

The first book in André Bouchard’s new collection of tales to explore the bedtime
ritual with honesty and humour. A bedside companion helping children get to bed
with a smile!

continues to get bigger. One morning, Mummy feels ill and faints. The whole family rushes

Here are fifteen comic strips, each one funnier than the previous one. With tenderness

her to the doctor: it is in fact quite possible that the whole family is going to get bigger!

and a lot of humour, each one dissects a little girl’s fears at bedtime and all the ploys she
uses to call to her parents at all hours of the night. In The Night, the darkness invades

BY THE SAME AUTHOR:

every corner of her room, leaving her no choice but to find safety in her parent’s room…

• Digital Daddy - Rights sold: Simplified Chinese, Korean, Spanish, Russian,
Italian, Ukrainian

in The Parents, the little girl wakes up her parents in the middle of the night because
they were making to much noise in her dream… it is safe to say that Lison’s character and
cheekiness will soon make her the talk of the school yard!

My Fatty Bunny

NEXT TITLE IN THE SAME SERIES:

•L
 ison at School (AUGUST 2017)

Christine Roussey – DLMJ
3 TITLES
200 X 275 MM - 32 PAGES - HARDBACK - €11.90 - AGE: 6+ - PUB.: JANUARY 5, 2017

A unique dwarf rabbit and its little master get acquainted in this hilarious story.
Our young hero’s biggest dream: to have a dwarf rabbit, a tiny one, to carry everywhere.
But alas! What he gets as a birthday present is a big fat rabbit. Greatly disappointed, the
little boy runs screaming and crying to take shelter in his little hut, breaking everything
around him and explaining very clearly to the rabbit why he does not like him. But the
animal’s tenderness and soft gaze will melt his master’s anger. Christine Roussey is the
illustrator of international bestseller: "In My Heart".

IN THE SAME SERIES:

• My Lazy Cat

• My Stinky Dog

Rights sold: World English, Spanish,
Korean, Simplified Chinese, Catalan

Rights sold: World English, Korean,
Simplified Chinese
NEXT COEDITION: DELIVERY EUROPE
IN NOV. 2017
TV ADAPTATION TO BE BROADCASTED
IN SEVERAL COUNTRIES

Potato

The Life of Smisse – At Home
Marie Caudry, Isabelle Chavigny, Ivan Grinberg – SEUIL
2 TITLES
170 X 230 MM - 32 PAGES - HARDBACK - €9.90 - AGE: 3+ - PUB.: FEBRUARY 23, 2017

When Smisse is not at school, home is his playground. And Smisse does not lack
imagination!
On Wednesday afternoons, Smisse plays at home, with his mother and his monkey, Ouf.
Sometimes, Uncle Unk comes for lunch. When it rains, you have to find things to do. And
the three year old boy has plenty of ideas: transforming into a ‘nelicopter’ or a garbage
truck, doing the work on daddy’s computer, tasting whatever is inside Tata the Tortoise,
making art on the walls, or playing hairdresser with himself… Outside, the rain comes
down. “That’s too bad, but we are going out anyway,” warns Mummy. “Put your boots on!”
Mary Caudry’s refreshing illustrations take us on colourful and joyful journey through

Antonin Louchard – SEUIL

childhood.

5 TITLES
180 X 180 MM - 40 PAGES - €8.90 - AGE: 3+ - PUB.: APRIL 6, 2017

IN THE SAME SERIES:

•T
 he Life of Smisse - School Days (2016)

All dogs like to play “fetch the ball”… true, but you still need to ask nicely!
IN THE SAME SERIES:

The hero of this story is a regular little dog. And what is any dog’s favourite game? Fetch

• Super Hood

the ball of course! But our four-legged hero doesn’t seem to understand quite what his

• I Am a Lion

master wants from him. And the latter, out of exasperation, starts to throw anything he

Rights sold: Simplified Chinese

can put his hands on: a basketball, a slipper… and even a chair and a piano! With Antonin

• I Want To Fly

Louchard’s hilarious new book, the readers will get a better understanding of the famous

Rights sold: Simplified Chinese

saying: “don’t judge a book by its cover.”

• Big Mouth
Rights sold: Simplified Chinese
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Picture books

Picture books

Odile?

The Child of the Air

Marie Dorléans – SEUIL

Éric Puybaret – DLMJ

230 X 230 MM - 48 PAGES - €12.90 - AGE: 3+ - PUB.: MARCH 2, 2017

245 X 345 MM - 32 PAGES - HARDBACK - €14.90 - AGE: 6+ - PUB.: OCTOBER 5, 2017

A fun and elegant album that will clear any child’s bad mood!

An enchanting large-format picture book about solidarity and brotherhood.

Odile is a grumpy little girl… To distract her from her mood, her parents take her

“Morning in the mistral, midday in the simoon, and harmattan in the evening,

to the natural history museum. But as she arrives in front of the crocodile, she

This child weighs nothing, a toy to the winds.

barely has the time to scratch his snout that he swallows her whole! Her parents

Not an ounce, as light as air,

faint, visitors yell, but they are all interrupted by a little voice… It is Odile, telling

He flutters through the hurricanes

them all not to worry. She is quite comfortable in the reptile’s tummy.

And if nothing blows he settles down softly

One morning, Odile feels strange. She misses her parents. So she gets out of the

Anywhere down on the ground.”

crocodile’s tummy, just in time, for the circus has come to town! Who or what will
she encounter there?

But one particularly windy day, the child disappears…
This poetic story takes us to different parts of the world, and reminds us that we are all but
humble creatures in search of happiness.

BY THE SAME ILLUSTRATOR:

Working cover

•M
 y Soul to the Wind - Rights sold: Italian, Korean, Greek
Premio di letteratura per ragazzi - Fondazione Cassa
di Risparmio di Cento, Italy

BY THE SAME AUTHOR:

•W
 hen the Night Smiles

• So Chic! - Rights sold:

German, Korean, Russian

Once upon a time…
My Fairy Tale Picture Book
Madalena Matoso – SEUIL

The Dawn Princess
Sophie Bénastre, ill. by Sophie Lebot – DLMJ
265 X 380 MM - 32 PAGES - HARDBACK - €14.90 - AGE: 6+ - PUB.: APRIL 20, 2017

Rights sold: Spanish (Latin America)

190 X 190 MM - 160 PAGES - CARDBOARD COVER - €13.90 - AGE: 3+ - PUB.: MARCH 2, 2017

A beautiful tale, filled up with hope and light.

A fun and quirky picture book featuring eight of the most famous fairy tales!

The land of Elysea was the happiest of all. The sun shone bright in the sky until one day

Even those who can’t read can join the whole family to discover and rediscover

the earth started to shake and its people woke up in the rubble. In spite of everything, they

famous tales by Grimm or Perrault peppered with illustrations (The Little Red

reorganised their lives in this land of perpetual night. One day, a princess named Lucia was

Riding Hood, Puss in Boots, Hansel and Gretel, The Three Little Pigs, Goldilocks,

born, bringing hope that together with happiness dawn would one day come again.

Rapunzel, Jack and the Beanstalk, the Fairies).

Down with the Wolf!

BY THE SAME ILLUSTRATOR:

•T
 he Princess with the White Feather - Rights sold: Spanish
(Latin America)

Philippe Jalbert – SEUIL
185 X 250 MM - 56 PAGES - HARDBACK - €13.50 - AGE: 4+ - PUB.: APRIL 20, 2017

For centuries, wolves have been eating little pigs. But no more! The time for
revenge has come, time for the pigs to take care of the wolf!
An old hound dog has decided to take matters into his own hands: enough is
enough, the wolf will not eat another little pig. But although he makes every
effort to be a good teacher, his students are not quite living up to his expectations.

MORE TITLES BY PHILIPPE JALBERT
IN OUR SEUIL BACKLIST (P.30)
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Picture books

Picture books

A Wonderful Story

Little Miss Earth

Hélène Lasserre, ill. by Gilles Bonotaux – SEUIL

Olivier Costes, ill. by Camille De Cussac – SEUIL

220 X 360 MM - 32 PAGES - HARDBACK - €12.90 - AGE: 6+ - PUB.: AUGUST 17, 2017

230 X 230 MM - 40 PAGES - HARDBACK - €13.90 - AGE: 3+ - PUB.: AUGUST 17, 2017

This album’s heroine meets a pussycat who takes her on a tour of one

A humour filled environmentalist fable reminding us to take good care of our planet.

neighbourhood’s history throughout the 20 century. A book filled to the brim with
th

anecdotes, details, and characters!

Little Miss Earth is in dire straits: in a few days time, the master of the Cosmos will host the
award for the most beautiful planet, and Earth is not ready! She scratches her head, and the

At the turn of the 20 century, we witness the birth of this neighbourhood, in the

more she scratches, the more she worries. And when her friend the Moon takes a look at her

middle of the countryside. Then, History changes it page after page: rural flights, World

itchy scalp, the truth is obvious: Earth is covered in horrible hoomans!

th

War I, paid vacations, World War II, the Glorious Thirty years, May 68, globalisation, the

Working cover

beginnings of ecological movements…
BY THE SAME AUTHORS:

• Wonderful Neighbours (2016) - Rights sold: German, Simplified
Chinese, Korean, Spanish, Russian, Complex Chinese

Working cover

Working illustration

Emmet and Cambouy
Karen Hottois, ill. by Delphine Renon – SEUIL
165 X 200 MM - 64 PAGES - HARBACK - €14.50 - AGE: 3+ - PUB.: SEPTEMBER 7, 2017

Working illustration

From the Ground
to the Rain
Christian Lagrange – SEUIL
260 X 260 MM - 32 PAGES - HARDBACK - €13.00 - AGE: 6+ - PUB.: JANUARY 19, 2017

Every second, around the world, a family leaves their lands. Their only luggage is
their will to keep on living.

A soft and tender album about friendship over the seasons.

Christian Lagrange tells us of the difficult journey of three women at three different stages

Emmet and Cambouy live next door to each other, somewhere undetermined. They

of life. Three women on the road to an uncertain future. Three clay characters torn from

have been friends for a long time. Spring, summer, autumn, winter, the seasons go by

their native land by the relentless hands of drought, war, and fear. In Christian Lagrange’s

bringing with them their big and smaller joys. Walks through the fields, tumbling through

images, the earthiness of the clay statues is face to face with the digital artwork. The clarity

the leaves or in the mud, picking flowers, or eating snow by the handful! Their friendship

and poetry of this powerful album is highly moving.

is built on these little moments, times spent together, good or bad gifts, fights and
laughter, secret words, magical words, serious words.
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Picture books

Early Man
THE UPCOMING STOP-MOTION
ANIMATED FILM TURNED INTO BOOKS !
SEUIL

REFERENCE
What is That For?
Sophie Ducharme, ill. by Magali Attiogbé – DLMJ

3 TITLES – JANUARY 2018

World rights except for English, Chinese and Japanese
THE MOVIE BOOK - 190 X 190 MM - 32 PAGES - BOARD BOOK - €5.95 - AGE: 3+ - PUB.: JANUARY
2018
© 2017 Studiocanal S.A.S and The British Film Institute

THE STORYLINE - 285 X 255 MM - 48 PAGES - BOARD BOOK - €10.95 - AGE: 6+ - PUB.: JANUARY
2018
ACTIVITY BOOK WITH STICKERS, CUT OUTS AND STOP MOTION GUIDE - 210 X 260 MM 24 PAGES + 12 PAGES STICKERS - SILVER PATTERN - €7.95 - PUB.: JANUARY 2018

Early Man is a hilarious comedy about a plucky caveman, Dug who leads his misfit tribe
in an epic battle to save their home from the mighty bronze age. Set at the dawn of time,

190 X 200 MM - 96 PAGES - HARDBACK - €12.90 - AGE: 3+ - PUB.: AUGUST 17, 2017

A fascinating book that sheds light on the body’s many wonderful talents!
What child has never wondered what sleeping or washing are for, other than a waste of
time, when there is playing to be done? And that scab that we pick on so much, is it really
that important? And why do tears come out when we are sad… or when there is wind?
This book explains all those daily routines and habits, those parts of the body we use all
the time without even noticing it. The reader will marvel at the 400 muscles necessary to
the simple act of laughing!
Working cover

when prehistoric creatures and woolly mammoths roamed the earth, Dug, along with
sidekick Hognob, unites his tribe against the mighty Bronze Age in a battle to beat them
at their own game, resulting in becoming the very first game of European football.
Directed by Nick Park and written by Mark Burton and John O'Farrell, Early Man is the last
stop motion film released by Aardman studios after among others Wallace & Gromit and
Chicken Run.

PREVIOUS TITLES IN THE SAME SERIES:

• Where do You Live? – Rights sold: Italian
Working spread

• How does This Grow? – Rights sold: Italian,
Simplified Chinese

Let’s Discover the Volcanos!
The Encyclopedia of the Inquisitive Two

Elisabeth de Lambilly, ill. by Rémi Saillard – DLMJ
190 X 190 MM - 32 PAGES - HARDBACK - €7.50 - AGE: 6+ - PUB.: MARCH 30, 2017

In this new adventure, Louis and Louise spend holidays in the mountains, ready
to discover all about volcanos! Louis and Louise are two inquisitive and adventurous
children who travel back in time, go on fantastic journeys to bring back useful clues to
broaden their knowledge! Written as a fun quest, each entertaining story deals with the
main questions related to the title. It is followed by a non-fiction part which develops
further the information the reader has learnt through the fiction story.
IN THE SAME SERIES:

• Pirates

• Indians

• Dinosaurs
Rights sold: Swedish,
Simplified Chinese,
Basque

• Space

• Mum is expecting
a baby
Rights sold: Simplified Chinese, Basque
• Zoo

Amazing Facts to Impress your Friends
Benjamin Josse – DLMJ
230 X 230 MM - 96 PAGES - HARDBACK - €12.00 - AGE: 6+ - PUB.: MARCH 30, 2017

There is a flower that smells like chocolate; candy floss was invented by a dentist; the
Eiffel tower’s height varies… Impress the whole school yard with funny facts! This
adaptation of a popular short TV program is a collection of incredible facts told from an
unusual point of view, on the premise that anecdotes generate curiosity in children (and
revive that of the parents).
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Reference

Reference

I Count Everything!

In the Beginning

Justine De Lagausie, Raphaël Martin, ill. by Atelier
Cartographik – DLMJ

Henri Meunier, ill. by Vincent Bergier – SEUIL

260 X 260 MM - 64 PAGES - HARDBACK - €13.90 - AGE: 6+ - PUB.: MAY 11, 2017

The beginning of the world explained through this crazy and fun

An entertaining and stylish book to discover the world through small and

documentary.

big numbers!
Who would have known that a pike has twice the amount of teeth as the great
white shark, or that a mouse has more bones than a human body? Spectacular
numbers appear where we least expect them. By taking a closer look at
animals, humans, plants, the Earth and the sky, monuments and construction,
transportation modes and journeys, this book shines a new light on many facts
that shatter many preconceived ideas.

245 X 330 MM - 32 PAGES - HARDBACK - €13.50 - AGE: 6+ - PUB.: SEPTEMBER 7, 2017

“In the beginning, there was nothingness. Then, boom! There was everythingness!
Every star, every grain of dust. Then some planets, here and there.”
This large format documentary album, funny, exciting, but scientifically exact,
tells the story of life on Earth and its evolution from the standing point of …
ants! With its avalanche of gags and jokes and its giant illustrations, this blend of
fiction, documentary, and comic book sheds a playful yet educational light on the
complexities of evolution.
Working cover

BY THE SAME AUTHORS:

• The Atlas for Curious Children
Rights sold: Dutch, Spanish,
Simplified and Complex Chinese

The Life-Size Museum
of Insects
François Lasserre, ill. by Anne de Angelis – DLMJ
250 X 330 MM - 48 PAGES - HARDBACK - €15.00 - AGE: 8+ - PUB.: MARCH 3, 2017

Rights sold: German, Russian

An elegant reference book to know everything about insects.

Over and Under
Animals
Anne-Sophie Baumann, ill. by Clémence Dupont –
SEUIL
4 TITLES
160 X 320 MM - 10 PAGES - HARDBACK - €15.00 - AGE: 3+ - PUB.: AUGUST 17, 2017

The fourth instalment of a successful series, Dessus-dessous les animaux takes

A museologist with a real passion for insects has gathered his whole collection

us on a journey to discover the secrets of 5 animal species. The flaps, large and

within a very personal museum. Species are listed, ranked by categories and

small, of this animated documentary, unveil the animals’ many secrets. The

ordered with such care that the museum reflects the unusual outlook of

reader will discover the inner workings of the snail, the cow, the chicken, the

our scientist on his beloved bugs. Time to meet the wingy and wingless, the

adder, or the great white shark. An album that will lay bare the secrets of animals

eatable and uneatable, the disguised and bribing ones! A surprising and fun

big and small.

adventure.

Working cover

What’s under a snail’s shell? What do you find in a shark’s tummy?
Why does a cow have five stomachs? Which animal has 160 000 teeth?

IN THE SAME SERIES:

• Over and Under, Around the World
Rights sold: German, Russian

• Over and Under, Nature
Rights sold: Dutch,
German, Russian

• Over and Under,
In the Town

Rights sold: Simplified Chinese, German,
Russian
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Reference

Reference

Solar System
Anne Jankéliowitch, ill. by Annabelle Buxton – DLMJ
300 X 210 MM - 48 PAGES - HARDBACK - GLOW-IN-THE-DARK INK - €14.90 - AGE: 6+
PUB.: MAY 4, 2017

An amazing glow-in-the-dark book to learn more about our solar system at
every age.
How many planets make the solar system?
How old is the sun?
What is the Earth’s satellite?
Which planets can be called telluric?
Thanks to glow-in-the-dark spot ink, the reader will discover the planets, satellites
and other celestial wonders. With Annabelle Buxton’s delightful illustrations.

It’s My Right,
But I Also Must
Elisabeth Brami, ill. by Clémence Penicaud – SEUIL
160 X 290 MM - 48 PAGES - HARDBACK - €13.50 - AGE: 6+ - PUB.: MARCH 23, 2017

A fun filled album that reminds 20 essential rules to better living-together, with
respect and happiness!
“I have the right to ask the adults any question, even the most embarrassing or strange
ones. BUT I must find the right moment to ask, and I must accept that adults are not
always able to answer them. Here is a scoop: parents might seem deaf when you ask
about making babies, divorce, death… but somehow they always hear dirty words!”

IN THE SAME SERIES:

A fun-filled savoir-vivre guidebook that explains to children their rights as well as their

• Constellations (ill. by S. Andreaccio)

duties!

Rights sold: Simplified Chinese

• Little Animals of the Night
(ill. by D. Chedru)
Rights sold: Simplified Chinese

Gods of Egypt
Djilian Deroche, Raphaël Martin, ill. by Jean-Christophe
Piot – DLMJ

What Is a Good Student?
Laurence Salaün, ill. by Gilles Rapaport – SEUIL

240 X 310 MM - 64 PAGES - HARDBACK - €14.90 - AGE: 9+ - PUB.: AUGUST 17, 2017

Meet the Egyptian Gods in this stylish non-fiction book!
Through Djilian Deroche’s graphic universe, the reader learns the names of the
main Gods of Egyptian mythology and immerse himself in their stories and their

To be good in French? To be strong in maths? Is that the answer? The good student
is not always the one you expect. Here is a definition.

fights. Twelve Gods are presented with their strengths and weaknesses, their

In this new album, written with devastating wit and a crisp pen-stroke, the Rapaport-

symbols, their legends, and their names in hieroglyphs.

Salaün duo takes us to meet the “good student”, the real one: the one who is bursting

IN THE SAME SERIES:

• Mythological Monsters (ill. by Lucas Harari)
Working cover

220 X 285 MM - 172 PAGES - HARDBACK - €19.90 - AGE: 6+ - PUB.: JUNE 1, 2017

• The Mount Olympus Gods (ill. by Olivier Balez)

with energy and doesn’t always wash between his toes; the one who is proud, a fighter,
who can overcome his fears; who
is open to the world around him
and treats each day like a new
adventure.
With humour and tenderness,
child all about the various moods

BY THE SAME AUTHORS:
Rights sold: Spanish, Simplified
Chinese

that they will feel. It speaks to all

• There Are Rules at School (2016)

What Is A Good Student? tells every

students: the good, the average,
and of course, the bad.
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•T
 here Are Rules in The Family (2016)
•T
 here Are Rules at Home (2014)
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Reference

Reference

Hey Girls!

Notebook for a Budding Poet

Nadia Benlakhel, Véronique Corgibet, Patricia Goralezyk,
Aurore Meyer, Sophie Bouxom – DLMJ

Bernard Friot, ill. by Hervé Tullet – DLMJ

170 X 230 MM - 224 PAGES - PAPERBACK - €12.90 - AGE: 9+ - PUB.: MARCH 9, 2017

An entertaining book to learn about yourself, take your life in your own hands,
and take flight.
This is the definite book for girls, ages 9 to 12, who want to learn all about the
changes that their bodies will soon undergo. Learn how to feel comfortable about
your body and your thoughts, how to manage your group of friends, or how to
be a fulfilled student and a responsible citizen, with quizzes, true/false games,
testimonies etc.
This is a special bind-up from the “Keep it Fresh” series (Your puberty - Secrets and
advice for this adventure; How to become a truly brilliant girl (or so); Friendship; It’s
unfair - Little troubles, big questions, all the solutions!; Your family: an epic saga.)

180 X 260 MM - 304 PAGES - SOFT BOUND - SEWN INSIDE COVER - AGE: 9+ - PUB.: MARCH 23, 2017

A gentle introduction to poetry. Because playing with words should always be a
pleasure !
Is poetry elitist? Don’t be so sure! Day after day, by learning to search our inner self for
the right word, we discover that anyone can write poetry. This unique style of writing
workshop gives our blossoming poets a private and fun space to create and express
themselves. Each colourful page of this unique book matches a quote by a famous
writer with a writing exercise.
IN THE SAME SERIES:

• Notebook for a Budding Illustrator (Claude Lapointe, Sylvette Guindolet, Sept. 2017)
• Notebook for a Budding Writer (Susie Morgenstern, ill. by Theresa Bronn, 2016)
Rights sold: Turkish, Greek

IN THE SAME SERIES, KEEP IT FRESH:
12 TITLES - 150 x 200 MM - 80 PAGES - PAPERBACK - €9.95 - AGE: 9+ - 2014-2017

• How to Take Care of
Your Planet
• How to Become A
Great Boy (or so)
• Furry or Feathery. Our
Pets, Our Best Friends

• Fashion
• Friendship
• I Am Starting Junior
Highschool

• Soon In Love

• Your Puberty. Secrets
and Advice for this
Great Adventure

• Your Family: an Epic
Saga

• Your Family: an Epic
Saga

• It’s Unfair: Little
Troubles, Big Questions,
All the Solutions!
• How to Become A
Truly Brilliant Girl (or
so)

100 Silly Questions
That Are Not So Dumb

Stéphane Frattini, ill. by Robbert – DLMJ
195 X 285 MM - 208 PAGES - PAPERBACK WITH ROUND CORNERS - €13.90 - AGE: 9+ - PUB.: APRIL
6, 2017

Why do witches ride brooms? Why do we have a lump
when we bump ourselves? An entertaining book to

O

2

answer a wide variety of questions, organised into
large thematic parts.

Cannabis

Why do our tongues stick to ice cubes? Why do insects
throw themselves at lamps? Are these questions silly?

Various authors, ill. by Jacques Azam – DLMJ

They might seem obvious at first glance, but they are not

17 TITLES
135 X 185 MM - 112 PAGES - PAPERBACK - €9.95 -AGE: 13+ - 2014 - 2017

so dumb when you take a closer look! The authors gives

Without giving a lecture to the reader, this book shows how to say no to drugs.

sometimes with a story.

us answers, sometimes funny, sometimes serious and

For sure, you heard about cannabis more than once. What to think about it? Should I try it or
not? Should I do like the others? What will be the effects? This book offers a wide range of
answer on every question you do not dare to ask. A great occasion to learn on what really is
Marijuana, what it does, why smoking or not smoking this mysterious substance?

Sylvaine Jaoui, ill. by Robbert – DLMJ

IN THE SAME SERIES:

• Do Things To Feel Great

• Middle School Is So Cool

• French and Muslim

• I Can’t Say No

• Planet Girls

• Puberty With No Taboo

• Intimate Questions For
Girls Only

• All About the Willie

• Adoption. What Teens
Feel

• Sexuality, The Big Issue

• Growing up a Serious
Challenge
• Junior High School:
The Handbook
20

Happiness is Easy

• Teen Blues
• How Does a Mother
Love?

• Being Me Is Not That
Easy

Sold: Portuguese

• Learn Better to Study
Less
Sold: Portuguese

135 X 185 MM - 112 PAGES - PAPERBACK - €9.90 - AGE: 9+ - PUB.: MAY 24, 2017

A great collection of the most funny or tender sayings that will always keep you
on the bright side of life!
With this concentrated dose of light, subtle, and fun sayings, happiness will always be
at hand.
Every day, open a new page of this book to remind yourself that happiness is easy.
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NOVELTY & ACTIVITY

Novelty & Activity

Inside the Good Guys

FLAPS

Clotilde Perrin – SEUIL

The Attic

UV
INK

Mona Leu-Leu – SEUIL
165 X 225 MM - 40 PAGES - HARDBACK WITH ULTRAVIOLET INK AND AN ULTRAVIOLET TORCH
€16.00 - AGE: 4+ - PUB.: OCTOBER 5, 2017

With the help of a magical flashlight, the reader shines a light on the book’s dark
spots and reveals a treasure trove of memories kept in the attic.

Work
in

g cov
er

270 X 400 - 12 PAGES - HARDCOVER - THREE SPREADS WITH A POP-UP AND LARGE FLAP
FOR EACH GOOD GUY - €18.00 - AGE: 3+ - PUB.: OCTOBER 5, 2017

Take notes on their tricks to help you get rid of all the wolves, ogres, and
witches you will encounter!
Through its many contraptions, this album unveils all the heroes’ secrets, the
diabolical tricks going through their heads to beat the bad guys as well as
everything they hide under their costumes and their pockets! Each hero has an ID
card with their strengths and weaknesses, their favourite hobbies, their physical
characteristics, favourite meals, before being put to action in one of their most

In Oscar’s dark and dusty attic, various objects are waiting for someone to give them

famous stories. A large pop-up book that unveils all the secrets of famous fairytale

a new life. Among these are: Oscar’s holidays souvenirs, his mother’s dance shoes, his

heroes: clever children, princes, princesses, and fairies!

grandfather’s trumpet… But what if Oscar was not the only treasure hunter?
Sweeping the magical flashlight across the pages, by day or by night, children reveal the
book’s different layers. Page after page, they discover hidden illustrations that poetically
tell the various stories of the objects waiting in the attic’s bazaar.

Working cover

BY THE SAME AUTHOR:

• Inside the Villains (2016) - Rights sold: Italian,
Simplified Chinese
"Nuit du livre" Award

The Beast In My Garden
Gauthier David, ill. by Samuel Ribeyron – SEUIL
300 X 230 MM - 40 PAGES - HARDBACK - €14.50 - AGE: 4+ - SEPTEMBER 9, 2017

A cut-out book that will make you shiver with fear…
Sitting at his window, a child thinks he can see a menacing beast behind every
bush in the garden. What if he went out to meet it, and maybe touch it? But when
he walks outside, his knees weak, the beast has gone. Yet, it feels like two eyes
are still watching him, pounce and eat him, but also ready to flee at the first sight
of the hunter, silhouetted in the darkness of the page… The beast and the child
have been observing each other. Forever. A fantasized beast, an imagined beast,
a beast straight out of the picture books from the child’s bedtime, raising goose
bumps on his skin… does it really exist? A picture book that celebrates the power of
imagination and deals with the thrill of being scared.
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Novelty & Activity

Novelty & Activity

In My Doll House

The Fairy-Tale Carousels

The Little Red Riding Hood
Goldilocks and the Three Bears

Olivia Sage, Arnaud Roi, ill. by Lucile Placin – DLMJ
BOX: 380 X 260 MM - BOOK: 210 X 280 MM - 32 PAGES - PAPERBACK - €17.90 - AGE: 6+
PUB.: AUGUST 17, 2017

Ill. by Clémentine Sourdais / Ill. by Anne-Lise Boutin – SEUIL

This gifty box set contains a fairy tale book, a pop-up house, and ten little

2 TITLES
215 X 215 MM - 32 PAGES - BOARD BOOK - CAROUSEL - CUT OUT FIGURINES €15.50 - AGE: 3+
PUB.: SEPTEMBER 7, 2017

figurines to make the tales come alive and invent new stories!
From the doll that helps Vassillissa to escape the terrible witch Baba Yaga to the

Discover or rediscover the greatest fairy tales in this new collection, with its carousel,

doll that magically comes to life and bewitches a handsome prince, the book tells

cut-out figurines, and a booklet to turn the reader into an amateur stage director!

the stories of four little heroines who live in a wonderful house. Bedroom, kitchen,
dining room, lounge, veranda… it’s all there! Not to mention all the little details

These books and boxes set will allow children to revisit the classics Little Red Riding Hood

hidden here and there by the illustrator. And it’s up to the readers to listen to their

and Goldilocks and the Three Bears tales in a fun and original way. Thanks to its fairy-

stories and come up with new adventures!

tale carousel illustrated with four of the tale’s famous settings, children can direct infinite
variations of the story’s iconic scenes, as well as invent their own stories!
A book contains the fairy-tale, lavishly illustrated, with explanations for the use of
the carousel as well as little bonus cut-outs: The little red riding hood, the hunter, the
grandmother, the wolf (Little Red Riding Hood), Goldilocks, Daddy Bear, Mummy Bear, and
Baby Bear (Goldilocks and the Three Bears).

Perrault’s Little Theatre
3 Tales for Masked Players

MASKS

Agnès De Lestrade, ill. by Margaux Carpentier – SEUIL
2 TITLES
220 X 280 MM - BOOK 32 PAGES WITH 8 MASKS - €16.00 - AGE: 6+ - PUB.: AUGUST 17, 2017

This skilfully crafted box containing 1 book, 8 masks and 20 roles brings Perrault’s
tales to the theatre, and the reader to the stage!
Three of Charles Perrault’s most famous fairy tales (The Little Red Riding Hood, Cinderella,
Puss in Boots) are gathered in their original version. In the introduction, the readers learn
about this famous poet and about the fairy tale genre. The book’s last two double pages
invite the reader into the world of
theatre, taking them to the stage
with exercises in respiration, body
language, or pronunciation.
IN THE SAME SERIES :

• The Little La Fontaine Theater,
ill. by Gloria Pizzilli (2015)
BACKLIST SEUIL (P.13)

The Princess with the
White Feather
Ghislaine Roman, ill. by Sophie Lebot – DLMJ

Working cover

BOX: 173 X 250 X 25 MM / BOOK - 172 X 250 MM - 40 PAGES - PAPERBACK - €13.90 - AGE: 7+
PUB.: OCTOBER 5, 2017

A beautiful box set including a touching tale that makes us discover the
Maharajahs’ India and three feather accessories.
The Maharajah didn’t smile anymore. Since his wife died, only his daughter Chedana
could calm his melancholy. One day, he decided to remarry but his cruel new wife
didn’t want to take care of the little girl. When the Maharanee discovered how
beautiful Chedana was, she held her prisoner, pretending she had died. Each day,
the princess turned into an amazing white swan and each night she became human
again. Would she discover the secret of her enchantment in the books?
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Novelty & Activity

Novelty & Activity

Fabulous Prehistory Animals
Isabelle Frachet, ill. by Magali Attiogbé – DLMJ
226 X 226 MM - 18 PAGES - HARDBACK WITH FLAPS AND 2 POP-UPS - €13.90 - AGE: 6+
PUB.: APRIL 13, 2017

Giant Look and Find
Prehistory

FLAPS

Thierry Laval, Yann Couvin – SEUIL

Find yourself in prehistoric times and discover fabulous animals with plenty of
surprises!

160 X 370 MM - 10 PAGES WITH FLAPS - €15.00 - AGE: 3+ - PUB.: OCTOBER 5, 2017

In this new giant Look and Find, travel back in time through Prehistory!

During the Paleolithic era, dinosaurs had disappeared long ago and men were sharing
their territory with plenty of animals. How can you discover which animals were living
in Prehistoric times? Through the caves! Much less known that the dinosaurs, Prehistory

Search among the first hominids and Australopithecus, Neanderthal and Homo
Habilis, the Homo Sapiens or during Ice age and Neolithic!

animals will be a surprising and fascinating discovery for the readers.

Working cover

Medium Look and Find
New Edition

FLAPS

W

NE

Thierry Laval, Yann Couvin – SEUIL

The Ants Pop-Up Book

9 TITLES - 125 X 290 MM - 12 PAGES WITH FLAPS - €10.10 - AGE: 3+ - PUB.: 2017

Elmodie – DLMJ

A new edition with one more double spread for the tenth birthday of the Look and
Find series!

195 X 240 MM – 16 PAGES - 7 POP-UP – HARDBACK - €19.90 – AGE: 3+

• Pharaonic Times (May 2018)

Action stations at the ants’!

• Transports (May 2018) - Sold:

the other side of the valley… a storm is coming. Now it’s a real downpour and the rain has

German, Simplified Chinese,
Danish, Russian, Finnish, Spanish,
English (US)

poured into every nook!

• Around the World (May 2018)

This morning, the ants are on edge. The sky has got dark and they can hear rumbles from

Working cover

ION

IT
ED

To avoid being taken away by the swells, poor ants run off in all directions and take shelter

Sold: Catalan, Chinese, Danish,
Finnish,Russian, Basque, Spanish

on foam rafts…

• Princesses and Knights (2017)

A spectacular pop-up book in two colours that shows the courage and strength of those

• Nature (2017) - Rights sold: Cata-

fascinating insects.

lan, Finnish, Russian, Castilian,
English (US)

• Oceans (2017) - Sold: Catalan,
Finnish, English (US)

• Around You (2017) - Sold: Simplified Chinese, Finnish, Castilian,
Catalan, Danish, Dutch, Russian,
Basque, Spanish, English (US)

• History - Sold:

German, Simplified Chinese,
Castilian, Catalan, Finnish

• In Imaginary Lands - Sold:
Castilian, Catalan, Finnish

Charles at the Dragon School
Book and activities

Alex Cousseau, Philippe-Henri Turin – SEUIL
224 X 300 MM - 48 PAGES - BOOK AND ACTIVITIES - €13.90 - AGE: 6+
PUB.: SEPTEMBER 21, 2017

At the dragon school, you learn to fly and breath fire. Unless your name is
Charles and you prefer to write poetry…
In this new paperback edition, Charles at the Dragon School comes with a
sketchbook and some colouring pages. With these activities, the child can meet
Working spreads
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his favourite characters in new black and white scenes and use his imagination to
draw characters and settings. Our Successful Charles the Dragon serie has sold over
100,000 copies in France!

3 TITLES IN THE SAME
SERIES IN OUR SEUIL
BACKLIST (P.20)
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FICTION

Fiction

The Hat from Tetragonia

Diary of a Pest
No Coincidence! (Vol. 4)
Virginy L. Sam, Marie-Anne Abesdris – DLMJ
4 TITLES
140 X 205 MM - €11.90 - AGE: 9+ - PUB.: FEBRUARY 2, 2017

Despite the overabundant seriousness of her parents and teachers, Fanny continues
on her quest to make the world a funnier place. The fourth book in this hilarious
bestselling series!

Benoit Fourchard– SEUIL
140 X 205 MM - 192 PAGES - PAPERBACK - 12.00€ - AGE: 9+ - PUB.: OCTOBER 3, 2016

To win the heart of the girl he loves, the timid Henri travels to a mysterious
country to find the owner of a hat…
Henri is a shy middle-school student, not very comfortable with his peers, but
fascinated by a pretty green-eyed redhead, whose name he doesn’t even dare ask.
One morning, on his way to school, he finds an abandoned hat on the sidewalk. And
the pretty redhead, walking by, whispers to him: “If you find the hat’s owner, I will
tell you my name…”

Benoît Fourchard alternates theatrical, scriptwriting

Fannette has taken her grandfather’s advice and quickly gotten over her heartbreak. As

and romantic writings. Actor and stage director, he

a matter of fact, the girl who was dating the handsome Theo was his sister’s pen pal, and

collaborates with many theatre companies. He is the

she has now gone home. There is still hope… In the meantime, Fanny has a lot to do: spark

author of about thirty theatre plays, including ten

a sense of humour in her father, stop her mother from going through her stuff, stop her

for the young audience. He has adapted Les Villes

sister from following her everywhere, help her friend Charly figure out why his mother

Invisibles by Calvino, Espèces d’espace by Perec et

comes home so late, think about her future…

Okilélé by Claude Ponti. In 2016, he wrote and directed

Sometimes life can be so hard when you’re 11 years old!

Noirceurs, a theatrical and musical diptych created

IN THE SAME SERIES:

by the company Les Fruits du Hasard, and prepared

• Vol. 1 – Me? Such an Angel!

an adaptation of Ni Fleurs ni Couronnes by Maylis de
Kérangal.

Rights sold: Italian, Romanian, Portuguese

• Vol. 2 – In Love? Never!

Benoît Fourchard lives in Nancy.

Rights sold: Italian, Romanian

• Vol. 3 – What An Atmosphere!
• Your Own Diary of a Pest
• Your Summer of a Pest, a notebook to fill in

An exceptionally successful French series: close to 150,000 copies
sold!
This is not just another diary series, these are also how-to books in which Fannette gives

The City Witch
Karine Bride – SEUIL
140 X 205 MM - 144 PAGES - PAPERBACK - €11.90 - AGE: 9+ - PUB.: SEPTEMBER 1, 2016

plenty of tips to become a true pest! If she was a polite girl, how could it be even possible

Despite all her potions and her magical formulas, Leïla is more of a social

to bear her little sister, her parents’ fads, her horrible French teacher? Fran shows us

worker than a witch. In the city, everyone sees her as the brightest beacon of

that impertinence is not only a boy’s thing. She has deliberately decided to be a pest,

hope…

a poison, a plaque. And it is not as easy as it seems!
“When the pest is as funny, imaginative and cute as Fannette, no one can resist!”
Le Dauphiné Libéré
“A new type of book, modern and full of humour, a tender look upon today’s teens.”
InterCDI

Everyone in the neighbourhood knows her and knows to come to her for all their
problems, big or small. Leïla, however, is not particularly happy. She is lonely. She
would like to fall in love, but who would want a suburban witch? Desperate, she
decides to run a personal ad in the newspaper. But all of a sudden, she is handed a
most important mission: find little Mourad, who has gone missing. And a handsome
stranger will be helping her!

Born in 1975, Karine Bride spent her childhood in
Le Mée-sur-Seine, near Paris. She is very passionate
about reading, writing and the visual arts. She
graduated from L’Ecole du Louvre and the Sorbonne
and she won a study tour in Italy in 2003. She now lives
in Brescia, Italy where she teaches French, translates
and illustrates texts by Italian writers. La Sorcière de
la Cité (The City Witch) is her first youth novel.
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HIGHLIGHTS
Anatomy

FLAPS

Hélène Druvert – DLMJ
250 X 360 MM - 48 PAGES - HARDBACK WITH FLAPS AND LASER DIE CUTS - €22.00 - AGE: 6+ - 2016

Rights sold: Italian, Dutch, German, Polish, Spanish, Catalan, Russian,
Japanese, English (world except for North America), Simplified Chinese
Next coedition: order April 2017 / delivery FOB Hong Kong August 2017
The human body like you’ve never seen it before!
A gorgeous book filled with laser cut outs and flaps which help the reader discover
the human body in the tiniest detail of its winding intricacies. Hélène Druvert, with her

Highlights
FLAPS

What Does
the Bible
Say?

Whose
Skeleton Is
This?

Jean-Michel Billoud, ill. by
Hélène Georges – DLMJ

Henri Cap, Raphaël Martin,
ill. by Renaud Vigourt –
SEUIL

220 X 285 MM - 172 PAGES HARDBACK - €19.90 - AGE: 9+
PUB.: 2016

Where was the Towel of Babel
constructed? Did Moses really
exist? This stylish book tells
over 70 famous Bible stories and
answers all the questions that we
wonder about.

immense talent as an illustrator and paper engineer, composed these pages in the finest
tradition of anatomical charts of the 19th century. The body is dissected and magnified
to help readers explore every detail of the organs, systems and senses that make up this

245 X 330 MM - 40 PAGES HARDBACK - 25 FLAPS - €18.00 –
AGE: 6+ - PUB.: 2016
Rights sold: German, Dutch,
Polish, Simplified Chinese

This simple and fun lift-theflap (25 flaps) picture book and
documentary will teach you
everything there is to know about
the skeleton, from the head down
to the toes.

marvellous machine.
BY THE SAME ILLUSTRATOR:

• The Nutcracker Little Theater (Text by Roxane-Marie Galliez)
170 X 240 MM- 24 PAGES - €18.00 - AGE: 6+ - 2014

FLAPS

Anibones

Rights sold: Japanese

Florence Guiraud – DLMJ

A beautiful book with die-cut illustrations, to rediscover the story of the Nutcracker ballet.

270 X 370 MM - HARDBACK - 80
PAGES - €16.00 - AGE: 8+ - PUB.: 2015

• Queens and Princesses (Text by Camille Von Rosenschild)
195 x 275MM - €18 – 24 PAGES – HARDBACK – 5 SPREADS WITH DIE CUT – AGE: 6+ - 2015

The stories of famous queens and princesses are revealed in these five die-cut scenes!

Rights sold: Italian, German,
Simplified Chinese

Following from the success of
awarded In My Basket (2013
Bologna Ragazzi Award Mention),
here is a beautiful lift-theflap book to learn fascinating
information about 40 animals.

Mating
Dances
Frédéric Clément – SEUIL
285 X 255 MM - 40 PAGES HARDBACK - €15.00 - AGE: 7+
PUB.: 2016

This
poetic
artwork,
half
documentary and half art book,
pictures the various courtship
rituals and dances of a dozen
animals.
Rights sold: German, Simplified
Chinese

FLAPS

The Great
Journey

When a Child Falls Asleep…
Malika Doray, ill. by Annelore Parot – SEUIL
237 X 250 MM - 20 PAGES - HARDBACK - 7 SPREADS WITH DIE CUTS AND THE LAST SPREAD WITH A
LARGE FLAP - €13.90 - AGE: 3+ - AUGUST 18, 2016

Rights sold: Simplified Chinese
When a child falls asleep… and the nightime world unfolds to enchant the reader!
A system of flaps and cut outs which increases with every page, allows the little reader
to easily connect each dream to the sleeping child, all while having fun finding the little
cuddly toys that accompany them and who announce the quasi-magical arrival of each

Agathe Demois, ill. by
Vincent Godeau – SEUIL
230 X 330 MM - 32 PAGES HARDBACK +1 RED VIEWING GLASS
- €16.00 - AGE: 4+ - PUB.: 2014
Rights sold: German, Italian,
Finnish, Dutch, English,
Portuguese, Simplified Chinese,
Complex Chinese, Korean,
Spanish, Japanese, Ukrainian

Take a look through the red viewing
glass to discover a hidden world
from the Arctic to the tropical forest
with the little bird Red-Beak!
Next Coedition: order April 2017 /
delivery FOB Hong Kong Summer 2017

Inside the
Villains
Clotilde Perrin – SEUIL
270 X 400 MM - 12 PAGES HARDCOVER - THREE SPREADS
WITH A POP-UP AND LARGE FLAP
FOR EACH VILLAIN (OGER,WITCH,
AND WOLF) - €18.00 - AGE: 3+ - PUB.:
2016
Rights sold: Italian, Simplified
Chinese

A large pop-up book that reveals
all the secrets of the most famous
fairytale villains!
Next Coedition: delivery FOB
Hong Kong Fall 2017
"Nuit du livre" award

little dreamer.
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Foreign rights
contacts
Claire Nguyen-Hartmann
Scandinavia – Asia – USA – Italy – Greece – Israel
Lebanon – Baltic States and the Balkans
chartmann@lamartiniere.fr
+ 33 1 41 48 82 09

Florence Pariente
UK and Australia – Spanish (World) - Germany
Belgium & the Netherlands
Eastern Europe & Russia – Portugal & Brazil
fpariente@lamartiniere.fr
+ 33 1 41 48 82 10

2017 Bologna Book Fair: Hall 30, stand A4
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